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Year in Review/
2022 Outlook

I

magine your family’s holiday gathering
a generation from now. Your grandchildren ask what you did as part of
the effort to adapt to and mitigate the

accelerating climate crisis, to ensure that they
could breathe clean air, drink clean water,
enjoy the planet’s natural wonders that you
grew up with, and (for example) enjoy the
beach in the summer or ski in the winter.
Maybe you’ve been asked more pointed
questions—from college or graduate
students—posed in terms of the massive
population migrations caused by food and
water shortages or natural disasters, which
are increasingly expected to contribute to
international instability and warfare.
If you’ve not yet heard these questions
from young people who, like millions of
others, follow outspoken climate activists
such as Greta Thunberg,1 Luisa Neubauer,2 or
Alexandria Villaseñor,3 get ready. Teenagers

and young adults are anxious about climate
change, and “many feel betrayed, ignored
and abandoned by politicians and adults.”4
How will you respond? Four potential
responses include:

Sustainable
procurement
regulations and
policy guidance are
coming. The learning
curve will be steep.
But climate change matters,
and we have no time to waste.
By Steven L. Schooner

A. I doubted the worst-case scenarios, and
I expected your generation to develop
innovative technological solutions to
any evolving problems.
B. I trusted the consensus of the scientific
community, but I had no idea how to
help governments adapt to and mitigate
climate change.
C. I did my job, and I followed the rules. I
patiently waited for the FAR Council to
promulgate regulations, my agency to
provide training, and my leaders to tell
me this was as important as everything
else I had to juggle.

NC M A
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D. I did what I could; I learned more

control resources and dominate new

Faced with this bleak prognosis,

about climate change, the social

technologies needed for the clean

it’s easy to feel helpless. But we

costs of greenhouse gases (GHG),

energy transition.... [P]hysical effects of

cannot succumb to instinctive defense

and how GHGs might be reduced

climate change are likely to exacerbate

mechanisms, such as “solution

with different procurement

cross-border geopolitical flashpoints

aversion,” fearing that “attempts

priorities and practices. I discussed

as states take steps to secure their

to address climate change will

the issues, encouraged bold

interests.... [and] will increase the

decrease [our] quality of life, pummel

steps to reduce the government’s

potential for instability and possibly

the economy, and compromise

dependence on fossil fuels, and

internal conflict in [some] countries,

[our] personal rights.”13 We need to

tried to make each procurement

in some cases creating additional

translate anxiety into action.

decision one that served the

demands on US diplomatic, economic,

long-term public interest.

humanitarian, and military resources.”9

If you’re not yet inclined to choose

or dystopia,10 but as Nathan Rott wrote

A Challenging Regulatory
Landscape: Potential for
Robust Change

in an October article for NPR, “Climate

Fortunately, the U.S. government

change is bad for your health. And

has once again focused on climate

plans to boost economies may make

change,14 rejoined the Paris Climate

it worse. Climate change is already

Agreement,15 and begun the labori-

“Science tells us it’s too late to avoid all

directly affecting hundreds of millions

ous process of deploying the massive

the impacts of climate change. Some

of people around the planet.... Earlier

federal procurement system to assist

are already here. Others are inevitable,

this year, more than 200 medical

in the effort to adapt to and mitigate

because of past choices we’ve made…

journals put out an unprecedented

the effects of climate change.

[But] it’s not too late to avoid the most

joint statement, calling climate

serious and dangerous impacts.”6 Con-

change the 'greatest threat' to global

2021 Executive Orders,16 on October

versely, doing nothing—or not acting

public health and urging the world’s

15, 2021, the Federal Acquisition

soon and aggressively—is a recipe for

top economies to do more to slow it.”11

Regulatory (FAR) Council published

That may sound like science fiction
option D, keep reading. 5

The Elephant in the Room: Talk
About Climate Change

far worse consequences.

7

The recent National Intelligence

The joint statement explained,

Following a series of related

an advance notice of proposed

“Encouragingly, many governments,

rulemaking (ANPR): “Minimizing the

Estimate (NIE) highlighted a litany

financial institutions, and businesses

Risk of Climate Change in Federal

of climate change effects and

are setting targets to reach net-zero

Acquisitions,”17 highlighting the

impacts, including: heat, heavy

emissions, including targets for 2030....

acquisition community’s role.

precipitation and flooding, drought,

These promises are not enough....

sea level rise, artic ice melt, tropical

[Targets] are yet to be matched with

lever is ensuring that the Federal

cyclones, degradation of coral reefs

credible short- and longer-term plans

Government manages climate-re-

(an ecosystem that serves 500 million

to accelerate cleaner technologies

lated financial risk within its own

people), and biodiversity (which,

and transform societies....To achieve

procurement activity, while also

among other things, will threaten

these targets, governments must make

leveraging its scale as the nation’s

food security).8 These effects, in turn,

fundamental changes to how our

largest spender to speed the adoption

will exacerbate risks to national

societies and economies are organized

of key assessment, disclosure, and

security interests.

and how we live.… Governments must

mitigation measures across the

“Geopolitical tensions are likely to

intervene to support the redesign of

private sector.”18

grow as countries increasingly argue

transport systems, cities, production

about how to accelerate the reductions

and distribution of food, markets for

out for it in turning aspiration into

in net greenhouse gas emissions,” the

financial investments, health systems,

reality. The FAR Council solicited

NIE says. “Countries will compete to

and much more.”

feedback (including the identification

26
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The notice said, “One critical

The FAR Council has its work cut

NC M A

of available tools and methodologies)

23.10, to offer a more cohesive and

Ɂ Ensuring that an increased

on several challenging issues,

focus on the social cost of

including:

GHGs in procurement decisions

Ɂ Considering greenhouse gas (GHG)

not adversely impact small

the exhortation, currently buried

businesses.

in FAR 7.105(b)(17), that the acqui-

emissions (and their social costs)

logical menu of guidance.21

19

Ɂ Greater emphasis being placed on

sition team discuss environmental

in procurement decisions and
measuring those emissions over

In other words, the FAR Council is

the goods’ or services’ lifecycle.

learning and gathering information,

and energy conservation objectives during acquisition planning.

rather than rapidly promulgating a

Ɂ Requirements in FAR Parts 11, 14, 15

for offers – and tools for assessing

broad, holistic suite of FAR changes

(and others), that all solicitations

those offers – that achieve

commensurate with the challenges

require at least some consideration

reductions in, or reduce the social

ahead. Over time, we might expect to

of the social cost of greenhouse

cost of, GHG’s, and, of course,

see, among other things:

gas emissions and, where appro-

collecting and assessing GHG data

Ɂ FAR Part 23’s grab bag of issues

priate and feasible, give preference

Ɂ Creating evaluation preferences

during contract performance, and

related to “Environment, Energy

to offeror projecting a lower social

standardizing and verifying GHG

and Water Efficiency, [and]

cost of GHGs.

emission reporting.

Renewable Energy Technologies”

Ɂ Enhanced quality assurance

be updated20 and reorganized,

guidance in FAR Part 46, coupled

climate-related financial risk into

replacing FAR Subparts 23.1 through

with significant disincentives tied

federal procurements.

23.4, and Subparts 23.6 through

to suspension and debarment in

Ɂ Incorporating and mitigating

Government Contracts at GW Law
Our faculty wrote the textbooks.
Our alumni are leaders in the field.
Our program has defined the practice
area for more than 60 years.
Come learn from the best.

For more information, visit
getinfo.law.gwu.edu/government-procurement-msl
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
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CURRENT AND PROJECTED CLIMATE CHANGE EFFECTS AND IMPACTS

FAR Subpart 9.4, to discourage

and aspirational. Unfortunately, we

emissions reductions, … current

contractors from “greenwashing”

can’t afford the luxury of waiting

policies and pledges are insufficient

or failing to fulfill their energy or

years for the ponderous machinations

to meet the Paris Agreement goals.”23

environment-related promises.

typically associated with promulgat-

Even under the most optimistic

ing new regulations, crafting policy

timeline, the federal government

4.6 that introduce greater trans-

guidance, and designing and deliver-

likely will award more than

parency into agency successes

ing training programs.

$1 trillion in contracts before

Ɂ Mandates added to FAR Subpart

(and failures) in, for example,

Nor can we be satisfied with the

effective sustainable procurement

reducing GHGs by adding data

historically glacial pace of change

policies can be promulgated and

fields to the Federal Procurement

management that pervades the

implemented. That’s a massively

Data System (FPDS) in SAM.22

acquisition system. The clock is

squandered opportunity to exploit

ticking and, consistent with the

the procurement process and private

scientific community’s worst fears,

sector markets to address the

For now, a paradigm shift in regula-

the recent NIE fretted that although

climate challenges we face. We need

tory activity, regardless of its impor-

“global momentum is growing for

to start somewhere. And we need to

tance, remains merely hypothetical

more ambitious greenhouse gas

start now.

We Can’t Wait!

28
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than 50 bicycle routes.25
What if the USPS more broadly
employed cargo bikes (or trikes) in
dense, urban areas, and invested in
the burgeoning electric bike market,
which has revolutionized food and
package delivery in major urban
areas, here and abroad?26
Then expand your aspirations,
framing requirements in terms of the
greater public good, and imagine
how much more rapidly the public
might embrace electric vehicles if the
USPS systematically converted its fleet
to electric while building (subsidized
by user fees) publicly accessible fast
charging stations at rural post office

What Can You Do Now?

Ask Hard Questions

As the Nature Conservancy’s chief

Most importantly, talk about climate

scientist, Professor Katherine Hayhoe,

change early in the acquisition plan-

require thinking differently and

pleads, “The most important thing

ning process. Acquisition planning and

assuming all solutions are on the

every single one of us can do about

market research limited to, or heavily

table. Creative problem-solving also

climate change is talk about it – why

influenced by, reviewing the files from

requires a certain humility. None of

it matters, and how we can fix it – and

the prior procurement, won’t do.

us has all the answers, so we need to

use our voices to advocate for change
within our spheres of influence.”24
Talking about climate change

Imagine the possibilities if heads
of agencies, program managers,
requirements generators, and

locations.
It’s not rocket science, but it does

look elsewhere—abroad or at the state
and local level—for inspiration.

matters. Talking about it makes us

procurement professionals were

think about it. And if we don’t think

open to finding, considering, and

Be Flexible, Exercise Discretion,
Think Outside the Box

about, we can’t plan for it or attempt

restructuring acquisition approaches

Here’s the good news: you can start

to adapt to it or, worse, take steps to

to embrace new vendors and exper-

now! The FAR clarifies that waiting for

mitigate it.

iment with (dramatic) alternatives,

new regulations isn’t necessary and

rather than simply locking themselves

doesn’t serve the public interest. It

into familiar solutions.

says:

We need junior procurement
professionals to challenge the status
quo. Don’t expect your boss or mentor

Consider, for example, the U.S.

“If a policy or procedure, or a

or client to have thought about these

Postal Service (USPS), currently in the

particular strategy or practice, is in

issues. Rather, presume they’ve been

process of refreshing its fleet with

the best interest of the Government

focused on their assigned missions

more than 100,000 vehicles. How

and is not specifically addressed in

and are neither familiar with, nor

many vans might be kept off the road

the FAR, nor prohibited by law … or

have they considered, procurement’s

entirely (whether all year or for one

regulation, Government members

role in addressing the climate crisis.

or more seasons) by fundamentally

of the Team should not assume it is

Push back, question decisions, and

rethinking the mail delivery process?

prohibited. Rather, absence of direction

challenge assumptions. That’s how

Apparently, approximately 7,000 letter

should be interpreted as permitting

you break bad habits and spark

carriers currently deliver mail entirely

the Team to innovate and use sound

large-scale behavioral change.

on foot, yet the USPS boasts fewer

business judgment that is otherwise

30
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consistent with law and within the

mandate) your prime contractors

limits of their authority.”27

to do the same for their subcon-

Start by rethinking the

tractors and suppliers (and don’t

value proposition. Procurement

be surprised if they already do).36

professionals already know that

In your construction or renovation

low purchase prices often reflect

work, in addition to adjusting to

Navigating the complexities of the
federal marketplace isn’t easy.

We can help.

false economies. Climate change

historical weather data for, among

demands that we break free from the

other things, more heat, higher

tyranny of low purchase prices. “Due

water, and worse storms, familiarize

to the scale and interconnectedness of

yourself with the Leadership in

the global economy, many economic

Energy and Environmental Design

effects that were treated as ‘external-

(LEED) rating system37 and the General

ities’ in the 20th century have turned

Services Administration’s extensive

into defining social and ecological

Sustainable Facilities (SF) Tool. 38

crises in the 21st century.”29

Experiment with incentives and

Commercial Item Contracting

disincentives, following (but not

Contract and Regulatory Compliance

28

Factoring in the social costs of

39

continuing to rely on solutions that

limiting yourself to) models such as

generate GHGs—to public health, our

Energy Saving Performance Contracts

quality of life, national security, and

(ESPCs).40

global stability—makes clear that

As you draft evaluation factors for

fossil fuel solutions never were—but

your request for proposal (RFP), give

surely no longer are—a bargain.

potential offerors the opportunity

Accordingly, it’s no surprise that life

to explain steps they’ve taken (or

cycle cost (or total cost of ownership)

plan to take) to reduce their carbon

analysis—accounting for externalities

footprint, implement Science Based

or effects such as the social cost

Targets,41 or reduce Scope 1, 2, and

of GHGs—rather than celebrating

3 emissions.42 In other words, ask

low purchase prices, is increasingly

the questions that permit offerors to

adopted as a global best practice

explain what climate-related benefits

and core feature of sustainable

are available if the government is

procurement.

willing to pay a price premium for a

30

Next, don’t reinvent the wheel.
Instead, familiarize yourself with
and helpful tools already available.31

pollution-belching vehicles, consider

Before making your next micro

alternative modes of transport or

purchase or schedule buy, take a

modifying those contracts to require

closer look at the GSA Advantage!

hybrid or electric drivetrains. If

Environmental Program Aisle or EPA’s

that appears outside the scope of

Comprehensive Procurement Guideline34

your contract, remember that the

or the Federal Energy Management

government has wide discretion to

Plan’s (FEMP) lists of Energy-Efficient

terminate—in whole or in part—

Products and Energy-Saving

contracts for the convenience of the

Technologies.35

government. Stop and think about

Encourage (or, for that matter,
NC M A

Contract Claims and Disputes

Government Audits and
Investigations
Government Contract Cost
Accounting
Government Contractor Supply Chain
Risk Management
Life Sciences Government
Contracting and Pricing

If your transportation contractor
relies on fossil fuel-burning and

33

Business Information Systems

less harmful solution.

some of the powerful, informative,

32
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interest” to stop doing things that

understand the role of—and develop

exacerbate climate change, what is?43

tools to measure and evaluate—the

Join the Coalition of the Willing
Eventually, sustainable procurement
will become a professional core

social cost of greenhouse gasses and
procurement strategies.
The task ahead is challenging, but
it’s also incredibly important. Think

incredible amount of work to be done

long and hard about applying your

and much to learn. Consistent with

considerable knowledge, expertise,

the association vision of “empower-

energy, ingenuity, and public service

ing problem solvers, and shaping the

ethic to helping the government

future,” NCMA is working to acceler-

adapt to, and mitigate the harms

ate that process, offering webinars,

associated with, climate change.
in her book, Saving Us: A Climate

“To achieve the goals, our profession

Scientist’s Case for Hope and Healing

must learn a new vocabulary, ex-

in a Divided World, “The future we

periment with different approaches,

collectively face will be forged by our

and evolve policies, practices, and

own actions. Climate change stands

priorities in the epic struggle for our

between us and a breathtaking,

planet’s future.”

exhilarating future. We cannot afford

We will need to venture outside

5

6

to be paralyzed by fear or shame.

our comfort zones and supplement

We must act, with power, love, and

the acquisition team with new and

a sound mind. Together, we can save

different expertise—in science,
artificial intelligence (AI), software

ourselves.”45
Someday your kids (or their kids)

design, and economics—to better

just might thank you.
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As Katherine Hayhoe wrote
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44

3

climate change adaptation in our

competency. Until then, there’s an
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